
Payroll changes as of January 1, 2024

Canada
The electronic production of T4 forms becomes mandatory when the production is 6
sheets or more. Prior to January 1, 2024, electronic production of T4 forms was
mandatory when producing 50 sheets or more.

An additional field has been added in the employee's record, under the 'Additional
Information' tab. This field is for 'Dental Insurance’.

After the update, the default value will be 'No dental insurance.' Here is the list of other
available options:

● Beneficiairy
● Beneficiary and dependent children
● Beneficiary and spouse
● Beneficiary, spouse, and dependent children



Our clients will need to update this information on each of their employee records
before producing T4 statements.

A second additional contribution to the CPP, “CPP2” will be calculated on the payrolls of
employees whose province of employment is other than “Quebec”.

This contribution will be calculated once the employee has finished contributing to the
basic Canada Pension Plan.

Starting January 1, 2024, the maximum CPP contribution amount will be $3,867.50.
The CPP contribution rate for employees and employers remains at 5.95%. The
maximum earnings subject to CPP will increase to $68,500 as of January 1, 2024,
instead of $66,600.

The contribution rate for the second CPP contribution, “CPP2”, for employees and
employers will be 4%. Employees with earnings subject to pension between $68,500
and $73,200 will be required to contribute to CPP2. The total amount of this
contribution for the year 2024 is $188 for both the employee and the employer.

The employment insurance contribution rate for employees outside Quebec will be
1.66%, while for employees in Quebec, the rate will be 1.32%.

On the T4 statement produced for the 2023 calendar year, starting in January
2024:

The box 45 must be completed for the calendar year 2023.

Boxes 16A and 17A have been added but will be used starting with the production of
T4 statements for the 2024 calendar year. These boxes will be used to report the



amounts of the second additional CPP contribution or the second additional QPP
contribution.

*The configuration for these two new boxes has been added to the T4 box
configuration screen.

The T4 summary has been modified to account for this second contribution.

Boxes 16A and 27A have been added to this screen and on the paper form.

*Penalty for T4 statement production starting from January 2024:

Will you be penalized if you do not file electronically?

As of January 2024, if you file more than 6 information returns (slips) for a calendar
year and you do not file by Internet file transfer or Web Forms, you may be charged a
penalty. Every information return is considered a slip. The following table lists the
penalties for not filing electronically.



Number of information returns (slips) Penalty
6 to 50 $125
51 to 250 $250
251 to 500 $500
501 to 2,500 $1,500
2,501 or more $2,500

Transmitter number
required MM + 6 numeric, example: MM555555
- If you are filing 1 return only and do not have an existing Transmitter number please
use generic transmitter number MM555555 to file this return. If you still wish to obtain a
Transmitter number, please call 1-800-665-5164 to obtain one.
- If you will be filing more than 1 return please use the Transmitter (MM) number that
we have assigned to you. If you do not have a transmitter number and will be filing
more than 1 return, please call 1-800-665-5164 to obtain one.
- If you are filing 1 return and currently have an existing transmitter number (MM) use
that number.

Transmitter type indicator
1 numeric
- 1 if you are submitting your returns
- 2 if you are submitting returns for others (service providers)
- 3 if you are submitting your returns using a purchased software package
- 4 if you are a software vendor

Prince-Edouard Island
Two new tax brackets will be in effect starting January 1, 2024.

Quebec
A second additional contribution to the QPP, “QPP2”, will be calculated on the payrolls
of employees whose province of employment is “Quebec”.

This contribution will be calculated once the employee has finished contributing to the
basic Quebec Pension Plan.

Starting January 1, 2024, the maximum QPP contribution amount will be $4,160. The
maximum earnings subject to QPP will increase to $68,500 as of January 1, 2024,



instead of $66,600. The contribution rate for the second QPP contribution, “QPP2”, for
employees and employers will be 4%. Employees with earnings subject to pension
between $68,500 and $73,200 will be required to contribute to QPP2. The total amount
of this contribution for the year 2024 is $188 for both the employee and the employer.

The employment insurance contribution rate for employees in Quebec will be 1.32%.

To manage the remittance of the second additional QPP and CPP contributions, ledger
accounts have been added in the payroll settings.

The remittance report has been updated to account for these 2 new contributions.




